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Twenty-six stories from the first five years of uu & me, the kids' magazine published by the

Church of the Larger Fellowship (CLF). Fact and fiction, historical and modern, mythical and

real-life, these stories have the power to spark imagination and stimulate reflection on how our

faith informs our real lives. Includes biographical sketches of historical figures significant within

Unitarianism and Universalism, and a selection of stories about Raychel and Tony, the two

fictional Unitarian Universalist kids who appear regularly in uu & me, sharing UU Principles in

action. Williams was CLF director of religious education for more than 10 years. For home and

church school settings.

"Reinhart writes in a conversational tone, as if she’s telling a juicy story to a good friend… A

memoir that crafts a neatly resolved narrative”  �Kirkus Reviews This is a raw and honest sharing

about love, life, and success. Leah skillfully takes us through a story that gently teaches us that

anything is possible if you always point yourself in the direction of love in your life.  �Phyllis King,

author of The Energy of Abundance "Who needs a guru? Leah’s raw, self-revelatory read

shows how grit and grace led the author to her own truth and healing."  �Donna Morrish,

psychotherapist and energy healer --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

AuthorLeah E. Reinhart is a hair stylist and angel card reader turned author. When the market

crashed and business was slow, her hair clients encouraged her to write a memoir after

hearing some of her stories about her unusual childhood in Oakland, California. She started

writing and a whole new journey began as she began to fall in love with writing and reading.

Leah E. Reinhart is a mother of two and a wife, and currently works in her not-so-ordinary

salon, Wellness Garden Tool Shed. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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uu&me!uu & me! Collected Stories Betsy Hill Williams, Editor Skinner House

BooksBostonCopyright © 2003 by the Unitarian Universalist Association. Published by Skinner

House Books. Skinner House Books is an imprint of the Unitarian Universalist Association, a

liberal religious organization with more than 1,000 congregations in the U.S. and Canada. 25

Beacon St., Boston, MA 02108-2800.Cover design and text design by Kathryn Sky-

Peck.Printed in Canada.print 978-1-55896-455-6eBook 978-1-55896-660-407 06 05 04 0310 9

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataUU and me collected stories /

Betsy Williams, editor.p. cm.Summary: A collection of short stories, historical articles,

andbiographical sketches, selected from the children’s magazine “uu&me!,” that illustrate

Unitarian Universalist principles and values.1-55896-455-X (alk. paper)1. Unitarian Universalist

Association—Literary collections.[1. Unitarian Universalist Association—Literary collections.]I.

Williams, Betsy.PZ5.U85 2003242--dc21 2003042707“The Preacher, the Farmer, and the Little

Church That Waited” is adapted from a story in the UU Kids Book by Charlene Brotman et

al.Brotman-Marshfield, 1989.“The Floating Bridge of Heaven” is adapted from a story in

Beginnings: Earth, Sky, Life, Death by Sophia Lyon Fahs and Dorothy T. Spoerl. Starr King

Press, 1958.Contents IntroductionOur Faith HeritageThe Healing Cup: The Story of the

Flaming ChaliceNoreen KimballThe Minister Who Was a Scientist: Joseph Priestley’s Search

for TruthBetsy Hill WilliamsThe Preacher, the Farmer, and the Little Church That Waited: The

Life of John MurrayCharlene Brotman, Ann Fields, and Barbara MarshmanMeet Thomas

Potter: The Man Who Built His Own Universalist ChurchBetsy Hill WilliamsOne Fine Day: The

Story of the First Universalist Sermon in AmericaNoreen KimballAngel of the Battlefield: Clara

Barton and the American Red CrossBetsy Hill WilliamsFaith Is the Gift of God: How King John

Sigismund Brought Peace to TransylvaniaHeather B. McDonaldPartners in Transylvania:

Unitarian Universalist Churches Connect Across an OceanBetsy Hill WilliamsHere They Come!

A Visit to TransylvaniaJudith C. CampbellTales of Yesterday and TodayThe Water Bearer’s

GardenAnonymousThe Floating Bridge of HeavenSophia Lyon Fahs and Dorothy T.

SpoerlBeautiful HandsBarb PitmanThe Buddy ThingBetsy Hill WilliamsDon’t Smash

SantaValerie WhiteA Pretty Good Day After AllKenneth SawyerRaychel and TonyJudith C.

CampbellCourage to CreateFree to BelieveOne of UsStarting OverAll You Had to Do Was

AskThe Quilt That Love BuiltTruth or ConsequencesTwo for One SummerAn Almost Awful

HolidayThe Coat That Came for ChristmasThe Christmas Without GramAbout the

Contributors IntroductionFor over fifty years, the Church of the Larger Fellowship (CLF) has

brought Unitarian Universalism into the homes of isolated Unitarian Universalist families

around the world. Starting in the 1950s, religious education for CLF families came in the form

of regular mailings from the Boston office: Church School by Mail, as it was called, included

adaptations of the Beacon curriculum series for home use and two periodicals, Junior News for

children and Uniteen for youth. Over the years the form and content of CLF’s mailings to

families changed with the times: only Junior News survived into the 1990s, when it was finally

given a face-lift, a new name, and a denomination-wide audience. The stories in this collection

are taken from the first five years of the new publication, uu&me!, a Unitarian Universalist

Magazine for Kids.With uu&me!, the audience broadened to include UU kids everywhere but

the mission of the publication remained the same: to bring the values and principles of

Unitarian Universalism into the everyday lives of children. The stories in uu&me! are fictional

and factual, historical and modern, mythical and true-life. They are chosen for their power to

spark imaginations and stimulate reflection on what really matters and how our faith informs



our daily lives.This collection is divided into three sections. In the first section, Our Faith

Heritage, biographical sketches of significant historical figures are presented in the context of

enduring Unitarian Universalist values and principles. The reader will learn about Joseph

Priestley’s search for truth, Clara Barton’s courage, and King John Sigismund’s unique

religious tolerance. They will learn about how John Murray brought Universalism to America—

in three different treatments. One is a mini-biography of Murray himself, another is an

“interview” with the builder of the first church where Murray preached, and the third is a short

story about a fictional family setting off to hear the first Universalist sermon preached in

America. Other stories in this section explore the roots of current Unitarian Universalist

practices, such as chalice lighting and international partnering with the Partner Church Council.

The image of kids who share our faith heritage is expanded when we meet Bettje, a young

Unitarian from the village of Kadacs, in “Here They Come! A Visit to Transylvania.”The second

section is a collection of fictional stories that reflect Unitarian Universalist values in both

mythical and real-life settings. Love resolves sibling rivalry in the classic Japanese creation

story “The Floating Bridge of Heaven,” and again in the modern Christmas tale “Don’t Smash

Santa.” Finding goodness and strength in adversity are common themes: The water bearer

grows a beautiful garden when his jug develops a crack, a good day turns bad and a young

boy learns not to jump to conclusions and blame himself, and a devoted daughter learns to see

beauty and love in her hands—and in herself—where once she saw only shame.Almost every

issue of uu&me! has a story about Raychel and her cousin Tony, two fictional Unitarian

Universalist kids who discover how being UU makes a difference in their lives. The final section

is a collection from this continuing series. Themes and conflicts common to children today

provide the backdrop for exploring choices and understanding how the choices we make

connect with our values and beliefs. In “One of Us,” Raychel wants so desperately to be

accepted into a girls’ club that she is caught stealing a scarf. Tony learns a valuable lesson

about self-respect and trying your best from a cabin-mate in “Two for One Summer.” In “An

Almost Awful Holiday,” Raychel and her family help her friend Sooze find a way to enjoy the

holidays after her parents’ divorce. “Free to Believe,” “Courage to Create,” and “All You Had to

Do Was Ask” invite children to think about how they are called to the same values of courage,

honesty, and tolerance that were introduced by the historical figures in the first section.
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brought Unitarian Universalism into the homes of isolated Unitarian Universalist families

around the world. Starting in the 1950s, religious education for CLF families came in the form

of regular mailings from the Boston office: Church School by Mail, as it was called, included

adaptations of the Beacon curriculum series for home use and two periodicals, Junior News for

children and Uniteen for youth. Over the years the form and content of CLF’s mailings to

families changed with the times: only Junior News survived into the 1990s, when it was finally

given a face-lift, a new name, and a denomination-wide audience. The stories in this collection

are taken from the first five years of the new publication, uu&me!, a Unitarian Universalist

Magazine for Kids.With uu&me!, the audience broadened to include UU kids everywhere but

the mission of the publication remained the same: to bring the values and principles of

Unitarian Universalism into the everyday lives of children. The stories in uu&me! are fictional

and factual, historical and modern, mythical and true-life. They are chosen for their power to

spark imaginations and stimulate reflection on what really matters and how our faith informs

our daily lives.This collection is divided into three sections. In the first section, Our Faith

Heritage, biographical sketches of significant historical figures are presented in the context of

enduring Unitarian Universalist values and principles. The reader will learn about Joseph

Priestley’s search for truth, Clara Barton’s courage, and King John Sigismund’s unique

religious tolerance. They will learn about how John Murray brought Universalism to America—

in three different treatments. One is a mini-biography of Murray himself, another is an

“interview” with the builder of the first church where Murray preached, and the third is a short

story about a fictional family setting off to hear the first Universalist sermon preached in

America. Other stories in this section explore the roots of current Unitarian Universalist

practices, such as chalice lighting and international partnering with the Partner Church Council.

The image of kids who share our faith heritage is expanded when we meet Bettje, a young

Unitarian from the village of Kadacs, in “Here They Come! A Visit to Transylvania.”The second

section is a collection of fictional stories that reflect Unitarian Universalist values in both

mythical and real-life settings. Love resolves sibling rivalry in the classic Japanese creation

story “The Floating Bridge of Heaven,” and again in the modern Christmas tale “Don’t Smash

Santa.” Finding goodness and strength in adversity are common themes: The water bearer

grows a beautiful garden when his jug develops a crack, a good day turns bad and a young

boy learns not to jump to conclusions and blame himself, and a devoted daughter learns to see



beauty and love in her hands—and in herself—where once she saw only shame.Almost every

issue of uu&me! has a story about Raychel and her cousin Tony, two fictional Unitarian

Universalist kids who discover how being UU makes a difference in their lives. The final section

is a collection from this continuing series. Themes and conflicts common to children today

provide the backdrop for exploring choices and understanding how the choices we make

connect with our values and beliefs. In “One of Us,” Raychel wants so desperately to be

accepted into a girls’ club that she is caught stealing a scarf. Tony learns a valuable lesson

about self-respect and trying your best from a cabin-mate in “Two for One Summer.” In “An

Almost Awful Holiday,” Raychel and her family help her friend Sooze find a way to enjoy the

holidays after her parents’ divorce. “Free to Believe,” “Courage to Create,” and “All You Had to

Do Was Ask” invite children to think about how they are called to the same values of courage,

honesty, and tolerance that were introduced by the historical figures in the first section.
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of regular mailings from the Boston office: Church School by Mail, as it was called, included

adaptations of the Beacon curriculum series for home use and two periodicals, Junior News for

children and Uniteen for youth. Over the years the form and content of CLF’s mailings to

families changed with the times: only Junior News survived into the 1990s, when it was finally

given a face-lift, a new name, and a denomination-wide audience. The stories in this collection

are taken from the first five years of the new publication, uu&me!, a Unitarian Universalist

Magazine for Kids.With uu&me!, the audience broadened to include UU kids everywhere but

the mission of the publication remained the same: to bring the values and principles of

Unitarian Universalism into the everyday lives of children. The stories in uu&me! are fictional

and factual, historical and modern, mythical and true-life. They are chosen for their power to

spark imaginations and stimulate reflection on what really matters and how our faith informs

our daily lives.This collection is divided into three sections. In the first section, Our Faith

Heritage, biographical sketches of significant historical figures are presented in the context of

enduring Unitarian Universalist values and principles. The reader will learn about Joseph

Priestley’s search for truth, Clara Barton’s courage, and King John Sigismund’s unique

religious tolerance. They will learn about how John Murray brought Universalism to America—

in three different treatments. One is a mini-biography of Murray himself, another is an

“interview” with the builder of the first church where Murray preached, and the third is a short

story about a fictional family setting off to hear the first Universalist sermon preached in

America. Other stories in this section explore the roots of current Unitarian Universalist

practices, such as chalice lighting and international partnering with the Partner Church Council.

The image of kids who share our faith heritage is expanded when we meet Bettje, a young

Unitarian from the village of Kadacs, in “Here They Come! A Visit to Transylvania.”The second

section is a collection of fictional stories that reflect Unitarian Universalist values in both

mythical and real-life settings. Love resolves sibling rivalry in the classic Japanese creation

story “The Floating Bridge of Heaven,” and again in the modern Christmas tale “Don’t Smash

Santa.” Finding goodness and strength in adversity are common themes: The water bearer

grows a beautiful garden when his jug develops a crack, a good day turns bad and a young

boy learns not to jump to conclusions and blame himself, and a devoted daughter learns to see

beauty and love in her hands—and in herself—where once she saw only shame.Almost every

issue of uu&me! has a story about Raychel and her cousin Tony, two fictional Unitarian

Universalist kids who discover how being UU makes a difference in their lives. The final section

is a collection from this continuing series. Themes and conflicts common to children today

provide the backdrop for exploring choices and understanding how the choices we make

connect with our values and beliefs. In “One of Us,” Raychel wants so desperately to be

accepted into a girls’ club that she is caught stealing a scarf. Tony learns a valuable lesson

about self-respect and trying your best from a cabin-mate in “Two for One Summer.” In “An

Almost Awful Holiday,” Raychel and her family help her friend Sooze find a way to enjoy the

holidays after her parents’ divorce. “Free to Believe,” “Courage to Create,” and “All You Had to

Do Was Ask” invite children to think about how they are called to the same values of courage,

honesty, and tolerance that were introduced by the historical figures in the first section.Like

Unitarian Universalism itself, these stories are diverse in content and style but share a

common grounding in the search for truth, beauty, and love. Read them aloud and discover

what thoughts and feelings they uncover for you and your family. Use them as a tool for

learning more about our faith heritage. Or simply leave them on the bedside table of a young

reader in your life. The child you give this collection to is sure to discover, as Raychel and Tony

do, what it means to be a Unitarian Universalist kid. Our Faith HeritageThe Healing CupThe



Story of the Flaming ChaliceMany Unitarian Universalist churches and fellowships start their

worship service on Sunday morning by lighting a flame inside a chalice. This flaming chalice is

a symbol for Unitarian Universalists just as the cross and the Star of David are symbols for

other religious groups. The story of how the flaming chalice became our symbol is an

interesting one and it begins during the Second World War.During that war, a lot of people

living in Eastern Europe—Unitarians, Jews, and others—were in danger of being put in prison

or killed by Nazi soldiers. A group of Unitarians came together in Boston, Massachusetts, to

form the Unitarian Service Committee and their plan was to help the people in danger from the

Nazis. The director of the Service Committee was the Unitarian minister Charles Joy. Rev. Joy

had an office in Portugal so he would be near the people he wanted to help. He was in charge

of a whole secret group of agents and messengers who worked hard trying to find safe routes

for people to escape.Rev. Joy and his assistants often needed to ask governments and other

organizations for their help to save people who were in danger. They would send messages to

anyone in government who might give them money, transportation, or a safe route. Because

they were a new organization though, not very many people had heard of them. This made it

much harder for Rev. Joy and the people in the Unitarian Service Committee to get the help

they needed.In those days during the war, when danger was everywhere, lots of people were

running away from their own countries. Often, people who were escaping and people who

wanted to help didn’t speak the same language. Rev. Joy decided it would be much better if the

Service Committee had an official symbol, or picture, to help identify its members. With a

picture or symbol, it wouldn’t matter if people couldn’t read the language.It looked like Rev. Joy

would need to find an artist. He went to a very talented man named Hans Deutsch for help.

Deutsch had escaped from the Nazis in Paris, France, where he was in danger because he

drew cartoons showing people how evil the Nazis were. Rev. Joy asked Deutsch to create a

symbol to print on Service Committee papers to make them look important. He wanted the

symbol to impress governments and police who had the power to help move people to

safety.For his drawing, Deutsch borrowed an old symbol of strength and freedom from

Czechoslovakia—a chalice with a flame. Rev. Joy wrote to his friends in Boston that the new

symbol seemed to show the real spirit of the Unitarian religion. It showed a chalice, or cup, that

was used for giving a healing drink to others. And it showed a flame on top of the chalice

because a flame was often used to represent a spirit of helpfulness and sacrifice. And so the

flaming chalice became the official symbol of the Unitarian Service Committee.Many years

later, the flaming chalice became the symbol of Unitarian Universalist groups all over the world.

By the early 1970s, enough Unitarian Universalists had heard the story of the flaming chalice

symbol that they began to light a flaming chalice as part of the worship service in their

churches. Over the years, this practice has spread over most of the United States and

Canada.What does it mean to have a symbol like this? Well, one thing it means is that

wherever you see a flaming chalice, you know that there are Unitarians and Universalists

nearby. Having a symbol also can remind you of what’s most important to you—and sometimes

a reminder can make a very big difference.One very old woman told how the flaming chalice of

her homeland, Czechoslovakia, helped her while she was in a Nazi prison camp. Printed under

the picture of the Czech flaming chalice was the motto “pravda vitezi,” which means, in English,

“truth overcomes,” or “truth prevails.” Every single morning in that terrible camp, the old woman

said, she traced a picture of a flaming chalice in the sand with her finger. Then she wrote the

motto underneath it. “It gave me the strength to live each day,” she said. Whenever she drew

the chalice in the dirt she was reminded that some day the world would remember the

important truth that every single person is important and should be free to think and believe as



he or she chooses.When we see people light the chalice at the beginning of our service every

Sunday, we can enjoy it because it is a lovely thing to do. But we can also remember the story

of the flaming chalice and the strength it has given people for hundreds of years. We use it to

let others know that Unitarian Universalists believe in helping others.—Noreen KimballThe

Minister Who Was a ScientistJoseph Priestley’s Search for TruthDo you know what most

people like best about drinks like Coca Cola or Sprite? They like the bubbles—the fizz. And it

was a Unitarian minister in England, Joseph Priestley, who experimented with gases in his

laboratory and made the very first fizzy drinks.It’s hard to imagine a minister messing around in

a science lab. But that’s just what Priestley did back in the mid-1700s. He was a curious person

who asked lots of questions. He had questions about how things worked in the universe and he

had questions about religion, too. To Priestley, the things that science taught us about the world

and the things religion taught us about the world couldn’t be separated from each other.

Priestley thought they were both important and he could see that both were always changing

as human beings had new experiences and new ideas.This was a very different way of

thinking, especially for a minister. In fact, in those days it was against the law to believe things

that were different from what the Church of England taught people about religion. The Church

of England taught that Jesus was the son of God and that all human beings are born sinful. But

Priestley liked to study things when he had questions about them. He wasn’t sure he believed

that Jesus was the son of God so he studied the Bible. He decided that a person could believe

that Jesus was a wonderful teacher without believing that he was the son of God who was sent

to earth to save sinful people.Joseph Priestley had lots of questions about animals and plants

and gases, too. His questions led him to study and perform experiments that helped him to

discover some important things about science that you learn in school today. He is considered

the person who “discovered” oxygen.It was pretty hard in those days to believe things that were

different from what everybody else believed. The Unitarian churches where Priestley found

work as a minister were always small and poor and they were often attacked by people who

were afraid of his ideas.For a few years, Priestley left church work and started his own school.

In Priestley’s school, students were taught to ask questions about everything and to work on

their own ideas and experiments. His ideas about education, just like his ideas about religion,

were very different from what was normal at the time. Although some people thought his

teaching was very good, the school never made enough money to support his family, so it

closed.Finally, in 1773, Priestley got a job as a librarian and family tutor for the Earl of

Shelbourne, a very wealthy man. The earl liked Priestley and gave him space and money to do

his experiments. During his years with the earl’s family, Priestley wrote many books about air,

electricity, and even about drawing! In his writing, he always told the whole story of his

experiments—the mistakes he made, as well as his successes. Priestley was more interested

in finding the truth, in both religion and science, than in proving that his ideas were right.When

his job with the earl ended, Priestley took another job as minister, this time in a church where

people agreed with his religious ideas. He was very happy there for about ten years, but the

fighting between the traditional church leaders and the new ones got worse until finally,

Priestley’s house, church, library, and science laboratory were burned to the ground by an

angry mob. Priestley and his wife barely escaped. Shortly after that they moved to the United

States where Priestley’s grown-up sons had already gone to start a new community in

Pennsylvania.The Priestleys settled in the small town of Northumberland, about a five-day trip

from Philadelphia. It took four years for Priestley to build his house, and it was even longer

before he had a scientific laboratory to work in again. During those years, Priestley traveled

several times to Philadelphia to help set up a Unitarian congregation. The church wanted him



to be their minister but he always returned to Northumberland. And although he never took a

job as a Unitarian minister in the United States, we remember him as a founder of Unitarianism

in America because of his work with the Philadelphia church. Priestley spent the last years of

his life doing experiments and writing about the history of Christianity. Science and religion

were the two great interests in his life until he died in January 1804 at the age of seventy.—

Betsy Hill WilliamsThe Preacher, the Farmer,and the Little Church That WaitedThe Life of John

MurrayJohn Murray was born in England. His family, led by a stern father, rose at dawn each

Sunday to spend the whole day praying and attending church. After church John’s father would

quiz him on the sermon. If John couldn’t answer every question, his father would strike him with

a cane or box his ears.Sunday was a time to sit and think about hell—a place where the

Murrays believed most people went after they died, and burned in flames forever and

ever.John’s parents believed in the Calvinist idea of God—that God decided whether a person

would go to heaven or hell before that person was even born, and a person could do nothing to

change this. Furthermore, only a certain few people were chosen to go to heaven. The Murrays

and others in their church thought that if you attended church a lot, and if you worked very

hard, and if you were very good, and if you made a good living, it could mean that God had

chosen you for heaven. That is why John’s father was so strict.John tried to please his father.

At the age of six, he could read entire chapters of the Bible. He developed a talent for speaking

and, as a teenager, he was often asked to preach in nearby churches.When John was

nineteen, he left for London and took a job at a cloth mill. But he was careful to attend church

every evening and on Sunday, and he woke every morning at four o’clock to pray. He began to

think that maybe he was one of the special few persons chosen by God to be saved. He

started to feel and act superior to others.Then one day in church John met Eliza, the most

beautiful young woman he had ever seen. He immediately fell in love with her, and she fell in

love with him. Soon after, John and Eliza married.At this same time in London, a small group of

people called Universalists were preaching ideas about God that were very different from the

Calvinists. “John,” said Eliza one day, “who are these Universalists?”“I don’t know,” he

answered. “I hear they are evil and dangerous people.”“What do they believe?” asked

Eliza.“From what I hear, they believe some crazy idea that . . . well, that every person will go to

heaven because God is so good!” said John.“To tell you the truth, John,” said Eliza, “I

sometimes wonder myself why a truly good God would want millions of humans to go to hell.

Besides, John, is anyone really completely good?”John felt uneasy. It seemed wrong to

question what he had been taught all his life.“Let’s find out more,” said Eliza.John and Eliza

learned about the Universalist ideas about God. They spent several years carefully thinking

through their beliefs. In the end, they chose Universalism.Their friends were shocked and

refused to be friends anymore. John and Eliza didn’t care. Universalism gave them hope in

place of stern judgment. John discovered that he no longer looked down on people. He now

cared deeply about others, rich and poor. He and Eliza made new friends, and to add to their

happiness, they had a baby boy.Then suddenly everything changed. Their baby died and Eliza

became sick. John spent all their money and borrowed more to save her, but she died. Then

John was thrown into debtor’s prison for owing money.“I have come to pay your debts, John,

and get you out of this place,” said Eliza’s brother who came to John’s rescue. John replied,

“My wife and my baby are dead. I don’t care whether I live or die. Just leave me.”But Eliza’s

brother brought John home anyway. “Come on, John,” said his friends. “Preach Universalism for

us. We need you.”“I shall never preach again,” John said, “but I know what I will do. I’m going to

cross the ocean to America, and lose myself in the wilderness. I am done with the world.”In

1770, John sailed to America in the Hand in Hand. The ship was supposed to dock in New



York City, but the captain miscalculated, and instead, the Hand in Hand got stuck on a sandbar

off the coast of New Jersey. The captain asked John to go ashore to find fresh food and water

for the crew.John was glad to get off the ship and after walking some distance through the tall

pines, he came to a clearing with a large house and, to his astonishment, a trim-looking

church made of rough-sawed lumber. A tall farmer stood in front of the house cleaning

fish.“Welcome!” the farmer called out. “My name is Thomas Potter.”

The Unitarian Universalist Pocket Guide: Sixth Edition, Everyday Spiritual Practice: Simple

Pathways for Enriching Your Life, Understanding The Bible: An Introduction for Skeptics,

Seekers, and Religious Liberals

DErin, “UU & me. We are reading this book as a family and my seven year old is really enjoying

it. She often requests that I read another chapter when I put the book down. The stories vary

from fiction, nonfiction, and biographical. We find the stories to be informative, imaginative,

interesting, and thought provoking. It is a great addition to our homeschooling resources.”

Bill, “Amazing. A must read for any family who wishes to teach their children. Faith,love, and

happiness . I enjoyed it so much!”

MAEK, “Wonderfuil collection of stories with postive messages. This is a wonderful collection of

stories that explains UU history, and events. There is also a character education section, which

can be used ideally in a home or group setting.”

Sarah S., “UU and Me great book. I bought this for my church.”

The book by Leah E. Reinhart has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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